
Having been Brazil for 2 weeks now I have a key piece of advice for all those considering a visit, avoid 

Bob’s Burgers like the plague, because that may very well be what you get… the plague or something 

similar.  My weekend plans got hosed [proof-reading this, I realized this was a somewhat unfortunate 

metaphor, however, it made me laugh so I’m leaving it] after an unfortunate occurrence with Bob’s on 

Friday evening.  While I worked an abbreviated work day on Monday, Tuesday was completely shot.  I 

didn’t dare leave the hotel room.  Fortunately, by Thursday I was better… sort of.  I have included the 

picture below to give you an idea 

of what the early part of my week 

felt like.  Oh well, what can you 

do; other than avoiding such 

exotic places such as Bob’s 

Burgers that is? 

Saturday we have a site safety 

dinner scheduled (I know!  Two 

weeks with no injuries, do we 

need another reason to 

celebrate?), our plan is to visit an 

authentic Brazilian steakhouse… 

stomach cramps aside, my mouth 

is already watering. 

Out of a moment of sheer desperation this week I told Leslie to go out and buy another suitcase to bring 

with her when she flies in this weekend.  In this suitcase I asked her to bring all the peanut butter, 

Oreos, and Pepto-Bismol she could fit.  Using a peanut butter to bread consumption ratio of 0.873, the 

Nova Iguacu Scarcity constant (9x10^-5), and the weekly rate of sandwich consumption based on the 

unavailability of other foods (something I now call the ‘Filippo Factor’) I was able to determine that the 3 

Sam’s Club size containers of peanut butter that Leslie is bringing should last me around 4.7 weeks.  The 

equation looked something like this
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For obvious reasons I was unable to attend church on Sunday so this weekend will be mine and Leslie’s 

first opportunity to attend church in Brazil.  The place I have identified is a little over an hour’s drive 

from my current hotel, but I believe it is one of the more prominent English speaking churches in the Rio 

area.  I don’t know whether to be surprised or not, but interestingly enough there are only a couple of 

English speaking churches in Rio.  I understand that the official language of Brazil is Portuguese, but Rio 

de Janeiro is one of the largest cities in Brazil.  Either way I am excited to start making those 

connections. 

                                                             
1
 WNPB is “What, No Peanut Butter,” SCTBNPB is “Seriously, How Can There Be No Peanut Butter,” and TISU is 

“This Is Simply Un-American” 
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On a completely unrelated note, Leslie recently found out that she was pregnant.  Based on the doctor’s 

estimates she will be due around September 23
rd

.  Before you ask, yes, this changes our plans 

significantly.  In all likelihood, instead of Leslie staying in Brazil for the entire length of my assignment 

(currently sitting at 8 months) she will now only be staying 4 months, returning home in June before the 

start of her third trimester.  While the timing of this wasn’t exactly planned, and while from my 

perspective, just about any other time in the past 7 years would have been a bit more convenient for us, 

I cannot deny God’s providence in the matter.  It will make things significantly more difficult as I try to 

bring my portion of this project to a close at the end of this year, nonetheless we are both very excited 

and I am eager to face any and all challenges this will present.  Please don’t take any of this to mean that 

I view this as a negative, I simply point it all out to emphasize that, perhaps more so than ever before, 

Leslie and I will have to rely on God’s grace to sustain us through our every trial. 

For some reason, my little sister, shortly after being notified of Leslie’s pregnancy, unilaterally made the 

decision to call the child Giggles, at least until we have determined the sex and are able to ascribe a 

different name to it.  

Leslie doesn’t seem to 

have any indication of 

whether or not it is a boy 

or a girl, but personally I 

was hoping for a 

velociraptor (Yes 

Microsoft that IS a 

correctly spelled word).  

However, after seeing the 

first ultrasound I am now 

thoroughly convinced 

that this child is a girl, 

while the doctor claimed 

to be unable to determine sex this early in the pregnancy, that little heart shape in the head of the 

gummy bear sized (and shaped) fetus tells me all I need to know.  Clearly this is a child that will think 

with her heart, heaven help me. 

There are a lot of exciting changes (and challenges) awaiting us this year; things that in the past have 

always been a possibility in the distant future are now suddenly becoming my impending (or current) 

reality.  It is for these opportunities to grow, to grow in my career, to grow in my role (as spiritual leader, 

husband, and now father), and to grow in my faith that I am extremely grateful. 


